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This paper proposes two new weighting schemes that average forecasts
using diﬀerent estimation windows to account for structural change.
We let the weights reﬂect the probability of each time point being the
most-recent break point, and we use the reversed ordered Cusum test
statistics to capture this intuition. The second weighting method sim-
ply imposes heavier weights on those forecasts that use more recent
information. The proposed combination forecasts are evaluated using
Monte Carlo techniques, and we compare them with forecasts based
on other methods that try to account for structural change, including
average forecasts weighted by past forecasting performance and tech-
niques that ﬁrst estimate a break point and then forecast using the
post break data. Simulation results show that our proposed weight-
ing methods often outperform the others in the presence of structural
breaks. An empirical application based on a NAIRU Phillips curve
model for the United States indicates that it is possible to outper-
form the random walk forecasting model when we employ forecasting
methods that account for break uncertainty.
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Farshid Vahid.1 Introduction
The forecasting of economic variables is often complicated by the possibility that the pa-
rameters in the underlying data generating process (DGP) might have changed at various
points in time during the pre-forecast sampling period. In this paper, we de¯ne structural
breaks as permanent shifts in parameters of a DGP, and we focus on the problem that
structural breaks often a®ect forecasts that rely on model estimation. The failure to iden-
tify in-sample breaks that change the data generating process produces biased parameter
estimates and thus contaminates the model's out-of-sample forecasting performance. Ide-
ally, if information on breaks such as breakpoints and break sizes is known, we can choose
the estimation window size according to the trade-o® between the bias and forecast error
variance to improve the out-of-sample mean squared forecasting errors (see Pesaran and
Timmermann, 2007). However, as Pesaran and Timmermann (2007) point out, forecast-
ers usually have little knowledge about structural breaks that might have occurred and
therefore, exploiting the bias-variance trade-o® becomes di±cult in practice.
A conventional forecasting strategy under structural break uncertainty is to select a
single estimation window to generate a single forecast. Structural break tests can be
applied to test for the presence of breaks, and as a byproduct of most of break tests
breakpoints can be estimated if parameter constancy is rejected. Then only data past the
estimated most recent breakpoint is included in the estimation window. However, this
method excludes all pre-break observations and hence ignores the trade-o® between bias
and forecast error variance. Moreover, whether breakpoints can be estimated precisely
depends on the size of breaks and assumptions relating to the number of breaks or the
minimum distance between breaks. If these assumptions are far from the true DGP, then
breakpoints might be estimated imprecisely, and a single forecast that relies on imprecisely
2estimated breakpoints is unlikely to be reliable.
An alternative forecasting strategy that overcomes the shortcomings of a single fore-
casting strategy is to combine forecasts that use di®erent estimations windows. Pesaran
and Timmermann (2007) demonstrate that the MSFE-based weighting method and sim-
ple forecast averaging work quite well, even though these methods do not use explicit
information about potential breaks and therefore base some of the model estimation on
pre-break data. Given that these weighting methods can improve forecasting performance,
we conjecture that combination forecasts based on weights that incorporate information
on structural breaks might lead to further improvements. Under break uncertainty, a
straightforward way to obtain relevant information is to conduct structural break tests.
The main motivation for this paper is to propose alternative combination techniques
that improve forecasts under structural break uncertainty. There are two main contribu-
tions of this paper. First, we propose a new weighting scheme that utilizes the recursively
ordered Cusum squared (ROC) test results to average the forecasts based on di®erent esti-
mation windows. We also propose a simple forecasting weighting technique that e®ectively
just places more weight on forecasts derived from more recent samples. Second, we eval-
uate the ability of the NAIRU Phillips curve to forecast U.S. 12-month in°ation changes
using our methods that deal with structural break uncertainty, and we ¯nd improved
forecasting performance, in contrast to previous work on forecasting in°ation.
The idea of combining forecasts across various estimation samples re°ects the theo-
retical point in Pesaran and Timmermann (2007) that forecasting performance can be
improved by including pre-break data. We use the ROC test proposed by Pesaran and
Timmermann (2002) to obtain knowledge about the most recent breakpoint under break
uncertainty, treating each in-sample time as a possible most-recent break and generating
forecasts using data after this time. The averaging weights for forecasts are chosen to
3re°ect the probability of each in-sample time being the last break, and we use ROC test
statistics and a prior function on the location of breaks to capture this idea. We compare
our proposed combination forecasts with other forecasts that allow for break uncertainty,
and ¯nd that they perform well under a variety of simulated situations.
To investigate the forecasting performance of the proposed techniques that account for
structural breaks in practice, we employ the unemployment-based NAIRU Phillips curve
model to forecast U.S. 12-month in°ation changes. Although Stock and Watson (1999)
¯nd statistically signi¯cant shifts in the coe±cients of the NAIRU model, they claim that
existing methods such as rolling regressions that account for parameter instability do not
produce better forecasts than expanding window forecasts, and therefore they ignore the
breaks. It seems that other authors follow the same reasoning and only focus on full
sample estimation (see Atkeson and Ohanian, 2001; Fisher et al., 2002). An important
contribution of this paper is to show that it is useful to deal with structural breaks when
forecasting in°ation.
Our out-of-sample forecasting results show that many types of forecasts that allow
for breaks improve the forecasting ability of the unemployment based NAIRU Phillips
curve model, and defeat the random walk forecasts of zero in°ation changes. Further, our
proposed combination forecasts weighted by ROC-statistics and the prior function on the
breakpoint location achieve a competitive result with equal weighted forecasts and MSFE
weighted forecasts. The simple weighted method on the location of the starting time point
of each estimation window outperforms all of the other combination methods.
The outline of this paper is as follows. The next section explains the details of the
forecasting methods that account for structural break uncertainty, including the new com-
bination weighting schemes. These methods are ¯rstly examined by Monte Carlo simula-
tions in section 3. We then turn in section 4 to employ these approaches to conduct an
4out-of-sample forecasting exercise of U.S. 12-month in°ation changes based on the NAIRU
Phillips curve. Section 5 concludes.
2 Forecasting Methods
Assume that the following linear model is subject to m structural breaks (T1;T2;:::;Tm):
Yt = X
0
t¯Tj¡1+1:Tj + "t; j = 1;2;:::;m + 1 and Tj¡1 + 1 · t · Tj (1)
with T0 = 0 and Tm+1 = T. Here Yt is the dependent variable at time t and Xt is a
p £ 1 vector of regressors at time t that may contain lags of the dependent variable and
lagged explanatory variables. The p£1 vector ¯Tj¡1+1:Tj denotes the values of coe±cients
of regressors in each segment j that starts from Tj¡1 + 1 and ends at Tj, and when a
structural break occurs, all p coe±cients shift permanently until the next breakpoint. For
simplicity the vector of regressors X stays the same across all of the segments. Suppose
that we have a sample of T observations, and we set the minimum acceptable estimation
window size w to be at least 2p. Some forecasting methods require a test sample for
evaluating the forecasting performance of models, so we reserve the last ~ w observations
when implementing these methods. The one-step ahead forecast of YT+1 conditional on
information up to time T is denoted by b YT+1. This is computed based on the OLS
estimated parameters, b ¯.
In the following subsections, we ¯rstly introduce the newly proposed combination
methods that deal with structural break uncertainty. Then we review some existing com-
bination methods to combine forecasts using various estimation windows, and forecasting
techniques that select a single estimation window.
52.1 Combined Forecasts
2.1.1 Average Forecasts Weighted by ROC statistics
We combine forecasts derived from di®erent post-break estimation windows, treating each
past time as a possible most-recent breakpoint. If a time point is more likely to be the
most-recent breakpoint, we allow its associated forecast to contribute more to the ¯nal
combined forecast. Therefore, we use a weighting method that re°ects the probability of
a break at each time point. Under structural break uncertainty, the break tests provide us
information about the likelihood that each time location is the most-recent breakpoint in
the sense that higher ROC statistics (relative to the relevant critical bounds) will re°ect a
higher likelihood of a break. Therefore, instead of estimating the distribution of in-sample
breaks directly, we use ROC test statistics1 to construct the weights.




T:¿ = [YT;YT¡1;:::;Y¿+1;Y¿]; X
0
T:¿ = [XT;XT¡1;:::;X¿+1;X¿]:
The location of time ¿ in the sample [1 : T] is subject to the minimum acceptable estima-
tion window size so that the minimum number of observations subsequent to ¿ is w. We








T:¿+1YT:¿+1; ¿ = T ¡ w;T ¡ w ¡ 1;:::;2;1: (2)
The ROC test statistics s¿ are constructed using the squares of standardized one-step-
1The use of the reciprocals of p-values from break tests provides an alternative approach
for building the weights.







; ¿ = T ¡ w;T ¡ w ¡ 1;:::;2;1; (3)













Reserving w observations, we consider all past dates ¿ 2 [1 : T ¡ w] as a sequence
of choices for the last breakpoint, and we approximate the associated probabilities using
weights that incorporate the absolute values of the distance between the calculated ROC
statistics s¿ and the mid-points of the two ROC critical values given by
T¡w¡¿+1
T¡w . The











The main intuition behind these cw¿is that the farther the ROC statistic is away from
the mid-point of the two critical values, the more likely it goes across the critical value
lines, implying a higher probability of a parameter shift at the associated time point. This







Note that b ¯¿+1:T is estimated using available observations subsequent to time ¿.
The l¿ functions indicate a prior belief on the probability of time ¿ being the most
recent break. The speci¯cation of l¿ depends on forecasters' knowledge of structural
breaks. For instance, for a short period T when the presence of a single break seems equally
7likely at each time point, we can de¯ne l¿ = 1 for all ¿, which makes the weights cw¿ depend
only on the magnitude of the ROC statistics. We call the average forecasts obtained by
setting l¿ = 1, the ROC-weighted forecasts. However, if we have more historical data and
believe that multiple structural breaks may have occurred in the past, this speci¯cation
becomes less sensible. The reasoning is as follows: If the ROC statistics are observed to be
far from the mid-point of the critical-value lines early on in the sample, then with l¿ = 1,
the average forecasts will rely heavily on the forecasts generated from the information
subsequent to early breakpoints indicated by the ROC statistics. To incorporate the idea
that the identi¯cation of the most-recent break is more helpful in a forecasting context, we
can de¯ne the prior weight l¿ to be a function of the location of time ¿ in the full sample





The use of (7) in (5) implies that heavier weights are placed on the forecasts based on
more recent parts of the sample, because the most-recent break is more likely to happen at
the end. By setting l¿ = ¿
T , we reduce the weights on forecasts using information from the
beginning of the sample even if the ROC statistics suggest the presence of early structural
breaks. In order to distinguish this new weighting scheme from the ROC weights that we
have discussed above, we call it an adjusted-ROC weighting scheme, and the associated
forecasts are called adjusted-ROC weighted forecasts.
2.1.2 Location Weighted Forecasts
In the forecasting combination literature, many researchers favor equally weighted fore-
casts since they are simple to compute and often perform better than other elaborate
forecasts (see Stock and Watson, 1999; Pesaran and Timmermann, 2007; Clark and Mc-
Cracken, 2007). In the context of combining forecasts based on di®erent estimation win-









One can see why this weighting technique might work well when there are breaks by
analyzing the trade-o® relationship between bias and forecasting error variance, but since
individual forecasts use di®erent estimation windows, we can also look at the intuition of
the equal weighting method from the perspective of how to weight observations.
Individual forecasts are generated by expanding the length of the estimation window
backwards after reserving the most recent w observations. Therefore, these w most re-
cent observations are used in all of the forecasts, whereas older observations are used less.
The use of an equal weighting scheme to average these forecasts essentially modi¯es the
in°uence of each observation to the combined forecast, so that it has less in°uence if it is
further away from the forecasting origin. The fact that this equal weighting scheme per-
forms well in the presence of structural breaks indicates the importance of the more recent
observations when dealing with breaks. It is then quite natural to consider a combination
method that relies on the recent data much more than under the equal weighting scheme.
A simple method is one that sets the weights to be proportional to the location of time
¿ in the whole sample [1 : T], i.e ¿=T. Note that this weight is the same l¿ that we used
when constructing our adjusted-ROC weighted forecasts, and it assigns heavier weights to
the forecasts based on more recent samples. The associated combined forecasts, named













92.1.3 MSFE Weighted Forecasts
One existing forecasting combination method is to base weights on relative forecasting
performance. For example, under the squared error loss function, the weight for a forecast
using data [¿ +1 : T] is proportional to the inverse of its associated test sample MSFE¿ =
~ w¡1 PT¡1
t=T¡ ~ w(Yt+1 ¡ X
0
t+1b ¯¿+1:t)2, which is computed over the window of ~ w periods prior
to time T. Then we consider the whole range of values of ¿ 2 1;2;:::;T ¡ w ¡ ~ w, and
compute the forecasts using data subsequent to each value of ¿. The weighted average












Under breakpoint uncertainty, forecasters usually choose to work with a forecasting model
that uses data subsequent to the most recent identi¯ed break, where breaks might be
identi¯ed using break detection techniques such as the two-stage reversed ordered Cusum
method (Pesaran and Timmermann, 2002) or the Bai-Perron (2003) method. Alterna-
tively, they might work with a forecasting model that uses a sub-sample of data for model
estimation, where the sub-sample is chosen so as to minimize a forecasting loss function
over a test period in the sample (see Pesaran and Timmermann, 2007). Since we compare
the performance of our proposed combination forecasts with single forecasts in sections 3
and 4 of this paper, we brie°y outline the latter techniques below.
2.2.1 Two-Stage ROC Method
The two-stage reversed ordered Cusum (ROC) method was ¯rst proposed by Pesaran and
10Timmermann (2002) and it is based on a standard Cusum squared test for testing and
estimating the most recent breakpoint. In the ¯rst step, we choose the ¯rst time that
the ROC test statistic sequence s¿ given in (3) crosses one of the lines of critical values
(T ¡ w ¡ ¿ + 1)=(T ¡ w) § c0, in which c0 can be simulated, as shown in Brown et al.
(1975) 2.
Conditional on the detection of parameter shifts, the second step of the two-stage
ROC method trims all the data prior to the estimated most-recent breakpoint and uses
the post-break sample to estimate the forecasting model. If no break is identi¯ed by the
ROC test, a full-sample estimation is undertaken.
2.2.2 Bai-Perron Method
The Bai-Perron (2003) method consistently estimates the number of breaks and identi¯es
the break locations. It requires assumptions on the maximum number of breaks, denoted
by ¹ m and the minimum distance between two consecutive breaks, denoted by h. For
m = 1;2;:::; ¹ m, the estimated locations of breaks ^ Tj are derived by minimizing the global
sum of squared residuals, such that:











where Tj¡Tj¡1 ¸ h and the least squares estimates of coe±cients b ¯Tj¡1+1:Tj are associated
with the sample between b Tj¡1 + 1 and b Tj. If we let m = 0, then we assume no structural
break and use the full sample to estimate the forecasting model.
Bai and Perron (2003) introduce some approaches to determine the number of breaks
for fm : 0 · m · ¹ mg. In this paper, we use the Schwartz information criterion (BIC)
2This ROC procedure does not produce consistent estimate of breaks since there is
always ® probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis of parameter constancy, where
® is the test level.
11to select the number of breaks. Once the optimal break number m has been chosen, we
compute the forecast using the sample subsequent to the corresponding estimated last
breakpoint, or we use the full sample if BIC suggests that no break has occurred.
2.2.3 Cross-Validation Method
The cross-validation method suggested in Pesaran and Timmermann (2007) provides us
with a way to choose the \best" estimation window for forecasting without actually esti-
mating breakpoints. Given a test sample of ~ w observations in [T ¡ ~ w+1 : T], the optimal
estimation window is chosen to start from time ¿¤ if it minimizes some criterion such as
the MSFE over the test sample:






The forecast ^ YT+1 is based on estimated coe±cients using the sample [¿¤ : T].
3 Monte Carlo Experiments
To evaluate each forecasting method that deals with di®erent levels of break uncertainty,






































across the whole sample.
We focus on a two-break DGP rather than a DGP with a single break ¯rstly because
this is more realistic in applied situations, and secondly because we want to examine the
forecasting methods' ability to account for the most recent break.
12In a two-breaks case in which the ¯rst and the second breaks occur at T1 = p1 £ T
and T2 = p2 £ T respectively, parameters in the matrix At shift permanently after these
two breakpoints. The autoregressive parameters are given by
At =
8
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A t ¸ T2 + 1:
(14)
This DGP follows the simulation setup in Clark and McCracken (2005), where they
evaluate the small sample properties of various in-sample predictive ability tests in the
presence of structural breaks. Pesaran and Timmermann (2007) also adopt this DGP
for comparing di®erent methods for choosing estimation windows when structural breaks
occur. This speci¯cation allows all of the coe±cients as well as only some or one of them
to change when a break occurs. The constants in both equations adjust with the shifts of
coe±cients of regressors to keep the whole DGP stationary.
Suppose that the full sample contains T = 100 observations and we are interested in the
forecast of y101. The loss is measured by MSFE. After repeating the simulation 5000 times,
we evaluate the various forecasting methods that have been discussed in the last section
by comparing their MSFEs with the benchmark forecasts based on full sample estimations
when structural breaks are ignored. Table 1 records the ratios of the MSFEs relative to
the benchmark forecasts. The columns headed ROC-W1, ROC-W2, Equal-W, L-W and
MSFE-W relate to combination forecasts with the ROC weights, adjusted-ROC weights,
13equal weights, the location-based weights, as well as weights based on test-sample MSFE.
In the next three columns headed 2-ROC, B-P and C-V, we consider single forecasts
in which the estimation window is determined by the two-stage ROC method, the Bai-
Perron method and the cross-validation method. We set the minimum size of estimation
windows w = 10 throughout the whole exercise, so that the minimum distance between
two breaks h in the Bai-Perron method is also 10. This minimum estimation sample size is
greater than twice of the number of estimated parameters. Bai and Perron (2003) suggest
that a maximum of 5 breaks is su±cient in most empirical work, so we consider up to
5 breaks when we estimate breakpoints using the Bai-Perron method. BIC is used to
choose between no break and up to 5 breaks. When forming MSFE-weighted forecasts
and cross-validation forecasts, the test sample prior to time T is set to contain ~ w = 25
observations.
In the simulations reported in Table 1, both yt and xt are persistent, with their au-
toregressive parameters being a11 = 0:9 and a22 = 0:9. The marginal e®ect of xt¡1 on yt
is initially one unit. Here we consider various scenarios where the changes of coe±cients,
denoted by dij and d¤
ij for i;j = 1;2, have di®erent sizes and signs. We assume two true
breaks occur, at one quarter and at three quarters of the way through the sample (i.e
p1 = 0:25 and p2 = 0:75)3. The smallest relative MSFE in each row is highlighted by a
double underline, and the second best forecasting method is highlighted by a single line
underneath its relative MSFE.
[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]
For the ¯rst row, the persistency of yt drops by a large proportion at both breaks.
The single forecasts are almost as good as combination forecasts. The location-weighted
3We also set the last breakpoint very close to the end of the sample, i.e p2 = 0:90. In
most scenarios, applying the methods that account for breaks reduces the relative MSFEs,
but the ranking of the methods remains the same. Results can be provided upon request.
14forecast, followed by the single forecast using the Bai-Perron method and the adjusted
ROC-weighted forecast, is the most accurate with more than 50% gain relative to the
forecasts that ignore the breaks. With the same ¯nal value of the autoregressive coe±-
cient of yt¡1, the second and the third experiments only di®er with respect to the size of
each break. When the second break is bigger than the ¯rst break, the Bai-Perron method
successfully identi¯es the breakpoints and generates the best forecast among all methods.
The location-weighted forecast produces the second smallest relative MSFE, and it outper-
forms the equally weighted forecasts. In the third row where the second break is smaller
than the ¯rst, the overall forecasting performance is better than the previous scenario,
with the location-weighted and adjusted ROC forecasts being the best two.
The fourth and ¯fth rows report the results for the scenario in which the autoregressive
coe±cient a11 decreases at the ¯rst breakpoint and then increases at the second break.
When half of the drop is recovered after the second break, the combination forecasts
dominate the single forecasts, with the best performance being produced by the simple
equal-weighting method. When a11 totally recovers after the second break, the single
forecast using the Bai-Perron method to estimate breakpoints delivers the smallest MSFE.
The next two rows report the bene¯ts of using forecasting methods for structural break
uncertainty when the coe±cient of xt¡1 changes at each break. The gains from considering
breaks are considerable, especially when there is a large upwards shift. Among all of the
combined forecasts, relative MSFEs from location-weighted and adjusted-ROC weighted
forecasts are particularly low, and the single forecast using the Bai-Perron method is the
best of all. However, the performance of the Bai-Perron method depends on the size and
the direction of the shifts in a12. For the seventh row, where a12 declines by a small
amount at each break, weighted forecasts dominate the single forecasts.
The forecasting results when no breaks are present in the past are shown in the last
15row. The two-stage ROC method achieves the relative MSFE closest to 1. This result is
expected, since we apply the full sample to estimate forecasting models when no break
can be detected by the ROC test. Without breaks, the sequence of the ROC statistics
are roughly the same and then the distance between the ROC statistic and the mid point
of two boundaries is about the same for every time point. Therefore, the ROC weights
are close to equal weights, resulting in similar relative MSFEs for ROC-W1 and Equal-W.
Although no break has occurred, the Bai-Perron method detects one break with a high
frequency of 88:3%, giving the worst forecasting result of all.
Overall, the results in table 1 suggest the following: The forecast weighted by the
adjusted-ROC weights performs well and almost always outperforms the equally weighted
forecast. In the presence of structural breaks, the location-based weighting scheme out-
performs all the other weighting schemes, including the \superior" simple average and
weights based on the ROC structural break test. It is also more accurate than single fore-
casts in most cases. The only comparable forecasting method is the Bai-Perron method,
that seems to perform slightly better than the location-weighting method when the sec-
ond break is big and easy to detect. Moreover, the adjusted-ROC weighting scheme that
re°ects a di®erent prior belief regarding each time as the most-recent breakpoint usually
produces better forecasts than the ROC-weight that is determined by the ROC statistics
alone.
Between the two methods that each require a test sample, the cross-validation method
that produces a single forecast generally performs better than a MSFE-weighted forecast.
The single forecast using the Bai-Perron method performs worse than the combined fore-
casts when small breaks or no breaks have occurred. The reasons might be as follows:
Firstly, small breaks are di±cult to detect and estimate accurately using the Bai-Perron
method. Secondly, as suggested in Pesaran and Timmermann (2007), when breaks are
16small and we are using a squared error loss function, it is not optimal to use only the
post-most-recent break data to estimate the forecasting model.
4 Forecasting In°ation
4.1 NAIRU Phillips Curve Models
In°ation forecasts have important implications for monetary policy makers. Among var-
ious models for in°ation, a Phillips curve which connects the top two domestic economic
burdens, unemployment and in°ation, attracts the most attention. Early versions of the
Phillips curve implied a durable tradeo® between unemployment and in°ation, but nowa-
days more and more economists advocate a \natural rate" of in°ation that guides the
economy back to equilibrium (Tobin, 1972). For instance, a speci¯cation of the Phillips
curve called NAIRU ( non-accelerating in°ation rate of unemployment ) is based on the
idea that in°ation will increase if unemployment stays below its natural rate. A textbook
version of the NAIRU model for 12-month ahead in°ation changes is
Et(¼t+12 ¡ ¼t) = ¯ £ (ut ¡ ¹ u) = ¡¯¹ u + ¯ut; (15)
where ¼t and ut denote the in°ation and unemployment rates respectively. The NAIRU
in (15) is the time invariant ¹ u. This model not only provides researchers with a method to
estimate the baseline unemployment rate, i.e. the NAIRU, but it also speci¯es a popular
in°ation forecasting model because of its simplicity and backward-looking speci¯cation.
The usefulness of the NAIRU Phillips curve for in°ation forecasts has been discussed
in several papers. Under a simulated out-of-sample framework, Stock and Watson (1999)
compare forecasts of U.S. in°ation rates at the 12-month horizon from 1970 to 1996 using a
variety of the NAIRU Phillips curve-based models. The basic 12-month ahead forecasting
17models used in their paper is generalized as
¼12
t+12 ¡ ¼t = ® + ¯(L)xt + °(L)¢¼t + "t+12; (16)
where ¼12
t is 12-month in°ation at time t, and ¼t is monthly in°ation expressed as an
annual rate. The variable xt is often the unemployment rate, another macroeconomic
variable, or a di®use index measuring aggregate real activity at time t. Stock and Watson
¯nd that the conventional model with an unemployment rate gap produces no better
forecasts than models based on other measures of real aggregate activity.
Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) provide evidence that 12 month-ahead U.S. in°ation
forecasts from 1985 to 2001 based on NAIRU Phillips curve models are no better than
\°ipping a coin". The benchmark forecasting model, which subsequent literature often
calls the Atkeson and Ohanian model, predicts no change in the 12 month ahead in°ation








In order to make the NAIRU Phillips-curve-based in°ation forecasts directly comparable
with the benchmark, they revise Stock and Watson's model to
¼12
t+12 ¡ ¼12
t = ® + ¯(L)xt + °(L)¢¼t + "t+12: (18)
Triggered by the debate on the usefulness of the NAIRU Phillips curve, Fisher et al.
(2002) examine U.S. in°ation forecasts generated from equation (18) for three distinct
sample periods during which in°ation changes have exhibited di®erent volatility. Their
results agree with those from Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) only for the low volatility
period. Further, once they change the measurement of in°ation or revise the models for a
1824-month-ahead forecast horizon, the NAIRU Phillips curve models become favorable.
4.2 Instability of NAIRU Phillips Curve
There is a literature on the question of whether NAIRU Phillips curves can forecast in°a-
tion, and much of this focuses on model instability. Based on the well-known speci¯cation
of autoregressive distributed lagged models for NAIRU Phillips curves, the analysis of pa-
rameter stability in previous studies includes the statistical relationship between in°ation
changes and unemployment rates (or other variables revealing real activity), the persis-
tence of in°ation changes, and the NAIRU level that is closely related to the intercept of
the model4.
Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) argue that the relationship between the current unem-
ployment rate and future in°ation should vary when the economic environment changes
because individuals often adjust their expectations regarding economic variables when
policy changes. By simply plotting changes in in°ation against current unemployment
rates from 1960 to 1999, they observe a °atter negative slope after the mid 80's, meaning
a weaker relationship between in°ation changes and unemployment rates. The paper by
Stock and Watson (1999) supports this, with a series of structural break tests for the pres-
ence of a single break showing strong evidence of instability on the coe±cients of lagged
in°ation rates, but not on the unemployment rate coe±cients.
Although the autoregressive coe±cients of Stock and Watson's models are unstable,
Stock and Watson (1999) ¯nd that the shifts are quantitatively small and thus they ignore
coe±cient instability in their forecasts. In (2007), Stock and Watson revisit U.S. in°ation
forecasts by scrutinizing a univariate in°ation process. They suggest that a failure to
4Note that as we use the means of squared forecasting errors to evaluate forecasts, any
variance change should also result in model instability. However, this type of structural
break is beyond the scope of this paper.
19vary the autoregressive coe±cients may lead to the breakdown of recursive autoregressive
distributed lagged in°ation forecasts.
The question of whether the NAIRU itself has changed over time has also attracted
policymaker and academics' attention. Staiger et al. (1997) model the U.S. NAIRU using
a cubic spline and ¯nd statistical evidence of a declining shift from the 1980's to the 1990's.
To estimate the movement of the NAIRU, Gordon (1997) treats the NAIRU as a time-
varying variable that follows a stochastic process. His results con¯rm a lower NAIRU
at the end of the 1990's. However, Staiger et al. (1997) also report that their NAIRU
estimates are very imprecise, and thus the forecasts based on di®erent estimates of the
NAIRU are essentially the same.
The previous literature on the instability of the NAIRU Phillips curve illustrates the
nature of break uncertainty in the parameters of this model. Given this background, we
implement di®erent forecasting methods that account for break uncertainty to reexamine
the in°ation forecasting ability of the unemployment-based NAIRU Phillips curve model.
4.3 The NAIRU Forecasts of the U.S. In°ation
4.3.1 Empirical Model and Data
The main forecasting model (shown in equation (19)) in this paper is a variation of equation
(18), in that it incorporates ¼12
t as an explanatory variable, rather than ¼t itself. This
model enables a direct comparison of our forecasts that allow for structural breaks with
those from the benchmark given in (17).
¼12
t+12 ¡ ¼12
t = ® + ¯(L)xt + °(L)¢¼12
t + "t+12: (19)
20We measure annual U.S. in°ation at time t by computing the 12-month changes of the
U.S. core CPI (CPI less food and energy) given by ¼12
t = 100 £ (lnPt ¡ lnPt¡12). The
activity variables xt in this paper are the unemployment rate, denoted by ut, or changes
of the unemployment rate, denoted by ¢ut.
We use monthly data from 1959:01 to 2007:06 retrieved from DATASTREAM, and
we calculate out-of-sample forecasts of 12-month ahead in°ation changes for the 10 year
period from 1997:07 to 2007:06. Thus the initial estimation starts by employing the
information from 1959:01 to 1997:06 for forecasting the in°ation change in 1997:07. We
then recursively estimate the forecasting models once new information is included.
The use of annual in°ation changes rather than in°ation itself as the dependent variable
means that we treat in°ation as a non-stationary or I(1) variable. This is consistent with
the empirical properties of the sample.5
Most literature includes the level of unemployment rates in the NAIRU Phillips curve6.
However, if the lags of ut are not stationary while the dependent variable ¼12
t+12 ¡ ¼12
t is
stationary, this imbalance may lead to a lack of explanatory power, ruining the associated
forecasting performance. Therefore, we also consider models with lagged annual changes
of monthly unemployment rates as a regressor. Note that since ¢ut = ut ¡ ut¡12 in this
setting, the same lag structure in this model incorporates more historical information of
unemployment rates than a model that only includes lags of ut. In the next section, we
report out-of-sample forecasting results generated from both forecasting models.
One minor di®erence between equation (19) and equation (18) is the way in which
in°ation changes are measured. Following Stock and Watson's model, Atkeson and Oha-
nian (2001) de¯ne monthly in°ation at annual rates as ¼t = 1200 £ (lnPt ¡ lnPt¡1) and
5Results are available upon request.
6See Stock and Watson (1999), Staiger et al. (1997), Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) and
Fisher et al. (2002).
21use the lags of ¢¼t to predict the 12-month changes of annual in°ation ¢¼12
t+12. After
examining the movements of both the dependent variable and explanatory variables over
time, we ¯nd that monthly changes of 1-month in°ation at annual rates are extremely
noisy, whereas 12-month changes of annual in°ation move along a relatively smooth path.
Therefore, we replace the noisy regressor in equation (18) with the lagged dependent vari-
able (see equation (19)), resulting in a standard autoregressive distributed lagged model
(ADL).
The lag structures of ut and ¢¼12
t are time-variant and are selected by either the Akaike
information criterion (AIC) or the Schwartz information criterion (BIC) for each forecast.
Generally speaking, BIC penalizes more for a long lag structure than AIC, and therefore
the models selected by BIC may reduce coe±cient estimation errors. However, when we
have a relatively long historical data series or set the minimum estimation window size to
be a function of the number of estimated coe±cients, then the advantage of BIC is not
clear. Therefore, in this empirical forecasting exercise we also use AIC to allow for a long
lag structure, and we let the number of lags vary from 1 to 12 for both regressors.
To obtain preliminary knowledge about structural breaks in the evolution of U.S. 12-
month changes in annual in°ation, we show the time series plot of ¢¼12
t+12 from 1959:01
to 2007:06. Figure 1 displays a dramatic volatility change around 19847. However, since
the parameter stability in the NAIRU Phillips curve is the main focus of this paper, we
need to conduct structural break tests. Although the year 1984 might be a candidate
breakpoint, we are still unsure about the number of breaks and whether December 1983
might be the last structural break that shifts parameters. Therefore, in this paper, we
conduct two sets of forecasting exercise for U.S. in°ation changes: one assumes a break
7The literature often interprets this change in the mid 1980's as a result of a shift in
monetary policy. For instance, Clarida et al. (2000) show that the U.S. macroeconomy
has been stable since the appointment of Paul Volker as the Fed chairman in 1979.
22uncertainty problem throughout the whole given sample, and the other assumes break
uncertainty after January 1984 and shortens the sample to include only post-1984 data.
[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]
4.3.2 Results
Figures 2 and 5 summarize the out-of-sample forecasting results through July 1997 to
June 2007 when the possible presence of structural breaks is considered. We use bar
plots to report the means of squared forecast errors (MSFE) relative to the benchmark
forecasts generated from equation (17). Relative MSFEs that are smaller than one imply
that there is an advantage in using the NAIRU Phillips curve model over the random
walk model for in°ation forecasts. Each ¯gure contains two panels. Panel A on the left
presents forecasting results when the full sample since 1959:01 is considered, whereas the
results when only post-1984 data is considered are presented in Panel B on the right. The
¯rst bar on the top in each plot shows the relative MSFE based on expanding-window
estimations when possible breaks are totally ignored. Then we report forecasting results
for ¯ve weighting techniques that combine forecasts using di®erent estimation windows and
three break-dealing methods that choose only one estimation window and thus generate a
single forecast.
[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]
Figure 2 gives the results based on model (19) with lags of ut. The lag length is chosen
using AIC, BIC or simply set to 1. Panel A reports the results when we examine all
given historical information for forecasting annual in°ation changes. If we totally ignore
the possibility of breaks, we use expanding windows to estimate forecasting models. The
relative MSFEs are around twice as big as a forecast of zero change in annual in°ation,
23consistent with the forecasting ability of the unemployment-based NAIRU model found in
other literature.
However, the sizes of relative MSFEs drop dramatically after we employ forecasting
methods that account for structural break uncertainty. The location-weighted forecasts,
denoted by L-W, and the MSFE-weighted forecasts, denoted by MSFE-W, are the best
two among the ¯ve combined forecasts, regardless of the lag structure. The ROC weighted
forecasts (ROC-W1) achieve a relative MSFE close to one and the adjusted-ROC weighted
forecasts (ROC-W2) achieve a relative MSFE of less than one when the lag structure is
chosen using information criteria. Both ROC-W1 and ROC-W2 outperform the equally
weighted forecasts.
The three methods that choose the \optimal" estimation window and produce single
forecasts generate better results than combined forecasting methods. The di®erence be-
tween these three methods lies in di®erent recursive estimates of the last break or the
\optimal" estimation window. Figure 3 shows the sequence of the recursive estimates of
the last break from the Bai-Perron and the two-stage ROC method. Assuming that there
can be a maximum of 5 breaks through the full sample, the Bai-Perron method always
chooses 5 breaks and recursively estimates the last breakpoint to be October 1983, regard-
less of the lag speci¯cation. In contrast to the Bai-Perron estimates, the two-stage ROC
recursive estimation procedure ¯nds that the last breakpoint follows a near monotonic
increasing trend as we move towards the last forecasting point, and it picks much later
time points as the most-recent breakpoint compared with the Bai-Perron estimates.
[FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE]
Panel B of ¯gure 2 shows that ignoring the possibility of breaks after January 1984
does not greatly damage the relative forecasting ability of the NAIRU Phillips curve. The
24relative MSFE from the model selected by AIC is now about 15% smaller than the random
walk forecast if we use expanding windows to estimate forecasting models. This is because
the end of year in 1983 is one of structural breaks that shift the parameters in the NAIRU
Phillips curve model. Recall that in Figure 3 the Bai-Perron method persistently estimates
October 1983 as the last breakpoint, and this is why we observe similar relative MSFEs
when applying the Bai-Perron method in panel A and the expanding window estimations
in panel B.
Despite the fact that the forecasting performance of techniques that do not allow for
breaks improves after we only use post-1984 data to estimate forecasting models, dealing
with possible structural breaks after 1984 can still improve the forecasting performance
of the NAIRU Phillips curve model to some extent. Among the averaged forecasts, the
location-weighted forecasts are the best regardless of the lag structure. The simple average
as well as our proposed ROC and adjusted-ROC weighting schemes achieve similar fore-
casting results. The combined forecasts based on historical MSFE do not perform better
than the forecasts when possible in-sample breaks are ignored. The most attractive result,
that the relative MSFE becomes about 40% smaller than 1, comes from the single forecast
based on an ADL(1,1) model when the most recent break is estimated by the Bai-Perron
method. Figure 4 plots the related recursive estimates of the most recent break assuming
a maximum of 3 breaks in the past8. It shows that until the middle of 2002, the last break
is estimated to be around the end of 1992. After this, the last break is identi¯ed in late
1996 for about 2 years, and then March 2004 is chosen until the end of the forecasting
time.
[FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE]
We redo the forecasting exercise, replacing the level of unemployment rates with the
8We set a smaller maximum number of breaks since we have a shorter in-sample period.
2512-month changes of unemployment rates. In panel A, ¯gure 5, the results from the BIC
speci¯cation and ADL(1,1) are the same, which re°ects the fact that BIC usually favors
one lag for each regressor in the model. Moreover, models with short lag structures now
generate better forecasts than models with long lag structure, regardless of forecasting
methods. It seems that when we include the lagged ut¡12 in the model and thus can use
more past information for forecasts, a model with a shorter lag length in di®erenced data
is preferred. Further, with a short lag structure, the NAIRU Phillips curves outperform
the random walk model when possible breaks are ignored. When models are speci¯ed
using AIC, the forecasting methods that account for structural breaks reduce relative
MSFE quite successfully. The location-weighted forecast that makes the combined forecast
heavily rely on the more current information performs the best among the ¯ve weighting
schemes, and the two-stage ROC method generates the best single forecast.
When using only the post-1984 data, Panel B in ¯gure 5 shows that even if the pos-
sibility of the presence of the post-1984 breaks is ignored, the forecasts based on NAIRU
Phillips curve defeat random walk forecasts regardless of the lag structure. Although under
AIC, considering break uncertainty does not increase the forecasting ability much, with a
shorter lag structure, accounting for the break possibility can make the NAIRU Phillips
curve model outperform the random walk model much more than when such a possibility
is ignored. For example, with a BIC speci¯cation, the combination forecasting methods
increase the forecasting accuracy of the NAIRU Phillips curve by at least 20% compar-
ing with the expanding window forecasts. In particular, the location-weighted forecasts
achieve almost 40% reduction in relative MSFE.
[FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE]
We conclude the following from the empirical NAIRU Phillips curves. First, unlike the
26small e®ect from incorporating model instability that Stock and Watson (1999) claim in
forecasting in°ation changes, we ¯nd that accounting for break occurrence in the past can
improve the forecasting ability of the unemployment-based NAIRU Phillips curve model.
Second, it appears that coe±cient instability is one of the reasons why the random walk
model outperforms the unemployment-based NAIRU Phillips curve model. After we solve
the in-sample structural break problem, the NAIRU forecasts achieve smaller MSFEs than
the random walk forecasts. Moreover, the ROC and adjusted-ROC weighting schemes are
able to reduce the MSFEs, and their associated forecasts are comparable with the MSFE-
weighted forecasts and the \superior" equally weighted forecasts. The adjusted-ROC
averaged forecasts are systematically more accurate than the ROC-weighted forecasts since
they bene¯t from the prior belief that more current information increases forecastability.
The location-based weighting scheme outperforms all the other sophisticated weighting
schemes determined by historical forecasting performance or by the ROC structural break
tests.
5 Conclusion
Financial and macroeconomic time series are often found to be subject to parameter in-
stability, re°ecting policy changes or regime switches. Ignoring the presence of breaks
may produce biased forecasts that are based on biased parameter estimates. The timing
of parameter shifts in the past sample is unlikely to be known to forecasters. Although a
large number of papers provide techniques for testing for structural breaks, far less discuss
the use of test results in the context of forecasting. If a break test rejects parameter con-
stancy, forecasters may simply estimate the forecasting model using the data subsequent
to the last estimated break; otherwise, they conduct full sample estimation. Instead of
following the traditional approach, this paper has proposed a new forecasting combination
27method that utilizes break test statistics. Under structural break uncertainty, we consider
each in-sample time as a possible most recent breakpoint and estimate forecasting models
excluding data prior to this time point. We then use weights that re°ect the approxi-
mated probability of each time point being the most-recent break date, and these weights
are determined by the reversed ordered Cusum squared statistics together with a prior
probability of the break location.
The other weighting scheme proposed in this paper simply assumes that the strength
of the e®ect of a possible break at each time point declines in proportion to the location of
this time point from the end of the sample. Under this weighting scheme, we essentially
place more weight on the forecasts that use more recent information. Our Monte Carlo
simulations examine the forecasting performance of the new combination methods, as
well as a range of alternative forecasting techniques that account for break uncertainty.
Our results support the new weighting schemes based on the ROC statistics, particularly
the adjusted-ROC that puts heavier weight on those forecasts based on samples that
the ROC statistics indicate subsequent to the most-recent break and include more recent
information. Further, the forecasting performance of the location-weighted forecasts is
particularly promising.
We provide empirical evidence of the bene¯ts obtained from using the proposed com-
bination methods as well as the other alternative methods to re-examine the in°ation
forecasting ability of the NAIRU Phillips curve for the U.S.A. After taking possible in-
sample structural breaks into account, our in°ation forecasts are more accurate than the
random walk forecasts that Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) prefer. Our results also indi-
cate the necessity of considering the presence of structural breaks when we forecast U.S.
in°ation changes using the NAIRU Phillips curve.
It is interesting to see that both our Monte Carlo and empirical experiments show
28that the location-based combination method forecasts well. This weighting scheme not
only beats the other more sophisticated weighting methods that utilize information from
structural break tests or from the past forecasting performance, but it also outperforms
the simple average method that has been commonly used, and is typically hard to beat.
The intuition behind this location weighting scheme is to impose more weight on forecasts
that use more recent sample periods, and a detailed investigation on this location-based
weighting technique is the subject of future research.
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31Figure 2: Relative MSFE of Phillips-curve based in°ation forecasts (all models use
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34Figure 5: Relative MSFE of Phillips-curve based in°ation forecasts (all models use
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